tion, the hundreds of colleges and universitjes which teach philosophy, the, numerous philosophical periodicals, and the world-wide renqwn of John Dewey~ they feel that American philosophy is currently in an unsatisfactory condition. Their ·pessimism is due only in part to the zero 'rating which military boards gave to philosophy as a subject and to the troubled .conscience ~hich characterized exponents of the hutn~nities everywhere d~ring the period of the war. For they are deeply conscious of the changing position of philosophy both in the organization of knowledge and in the universities: it i.s no longer r~cognized as the "queen of the sciences." 3 At the same time, they were faced with the widespread conviction that, whatever may be wrong with higher education, '(philosophy is an essential ingredient in the remedy." In their efforts to understand the meaning of a liberal education, Americans are demanding that philosophy should provide students and the public with an integration of the fragmentary knowledge of specialists, a community of ideas and standards for.the life of reason, a reinterpretation of democracy, and a new· "philosophy· of life" amid the contemporary "disintegration of religious faith." Simultaneously, within the philosophic community itself,. four clearly defined questions; all of which have ·a· bearing on the future of philosophy in ~ liberal education) are being discussed. Is philosophy a purely theoretical and contemplative subject or is it an instrument of action and adjustment? Has the philosopher. an evangelical or a social function? Does philosophy have a ·special subject-matter of its own or is it, as Wittgenstein and the logical positivists have insisted, a technique for "the logical clarification of our thou·ghts,? Should philosophy be a required or an optional subject in the college curriculum? Confronted with such demands and debates, the commissioners found that five reproaches are commonly directed 'at philosophers from without the philos.ophic community": they live in ivory towers engrossed with solemn trifles, cultivate endless controversy for its own sake, promote through dialectics a generally riegadve attitude to cherished beliefs, fail to keep up with the advance of science, and write in a bleak, inhumane manner. But they also discovered that these strictures· are made not because the public expects nothing from philosophy but rather because it expects too much. For Americans, to whom the relativisms and irrationalisms 'of the twentieth century are as familiar as fillingstations, see in philosophy 01ie of mankind's chief hopes.
With such a ·climate of opinion as its background, the structure of the book reflects the threefold task which the commi'ssioners set oefore themselves: (I) fact-finding, regarding the con tern porary situation in philosophy and American· education; (2) theoretical, th~ forming of clear and con-· sistent ideas about "the function of philosophy in liberal education and in th' e development of a free and re:flective _life in the community"; (3) practical, "a study of the ways and means by which the teaching of philosophy and other possible activities of the philosophical profession · might realize more adequatelv the true functions of philosophy in education and life."
I
In its 9evelopment as an autonomous and essential element of higher education philosophy has passed through· three stages in the United States. Towards the end of the nineteenth century sp-eculative idealism, drawing its inspirq.tion from Kant and Hegel and taught in the grand manner by men like Howison, Royce, Creighton, and Wenley, dominated philosophical departments. Idealism had a breadth, an authority, and a speculative insight into ultimate reality . unrivalled by any subsequent system. Its exponents were the critics not only of science and theology but of all otherspecial approaches to reality. · While the commissioners exhibit a pronounced nostalgia for the prestige and popularity which philosophy enjoyed in those days, they realize very clearly that idealism could have performed its distinctive philo~ophical function ''only from the standpoint and in the name of a 'reality' transcending al~ human and temporal limitations." · For all its sp-eculative grandeur and its quasi-religious inspiration, idealism failed to mould the-temper of twentieth-century America. It :was followed, if not replaced, by a philosophical position more definitely attuned to the practical atmosphere of the. times----the pragmatism of James and Dewey. The pragmatists attempted to exhibit philosophy as "a c:reative _ and liberating agency in ongoing human activity." Emp~1asizing the common nexus of theory and practice, they studied the p~ychological and soc·iological functions of philosophical ideas. Confronted with the rawness of a pio11eer civiliz~tion, they-proclaimed their faith in the capacity of man,s intelligence to solve all the issues raised in the flow of time. In the instrumentalist version of Dewey, pragmatism fashioned the nation's educational philosophy for succeeding generations. But it also raised to the level of self-conscious_ knowledge in America the broadest implications of science, .democracy, evolution, and progress. Why, then, can the commissioners not accept pragmatism? They 'are only mildly sceptical of its defence of "the ultimacy of the human standpoint," but they deplore its negative analysis of the problems of traditional philosophy. Further, althou~h admitting the extensive influence of pragmatism, t.hey qu_ estic;m seriously its adequacy as a technical philosophical position. However, as one of their number (Otto) is a member of this school, they waver uneasily over a final judgment. In any case, they are saved by history: before pragmatism had consolidated its claims· new trends h'ad appeared.
No single position is characteristic of the most recent period in American philosophy: so ma11y schools have arisen that it may appropriately be called the age of the "isms." Along with the older brands of idealism and pragmatism, there developed ,sever· al varieties of realism, emergent naturalism, and finally; logical positivism. Each new concept in the sciences, each new social enthusiasm, gave birth to a new ''ism," until the American intellectual scene became a veritable fashion-parade of ideas. And all of these "isms" w~re taught in the universities with a genteel tolerance, an urbane scepticism, that reached its apotheosi_s in Santayana's generous recommendation, "let each clean the windows of his own soul in his own fashion and enjoy the cosmic view -as, from his particular angle, it could be surveyed.-, Amid this general disintegration-only the logical -positivists remained abso~utistic and intolerant. Clearing the boards of all --the traditional philosophies by their definition of meaning in terms of empirical verification, they sought anew, through symbolic logic, the unity of ' the world. In answer to ·the logical positivists the commissioners rightly take their stand on the ancient view of philosophy as comprehensive human wisdom. Nevertheless, one is left with. the .feeling that many younger American philosophers will not accept-'their evruuation of the futu-re of logical positivism. 4 It is, therefore, to be regretted that a l·epre-septative of the logical positivist approach to philosophy (say V·l. V. Quine of Harvard or Ernest Nagel of Columbia) was not included in the personnel of the commission. Such a co-ncession would not have been too radical in view of the penetration of logical positivism into the philosophical departments of all except one or two of the leading American universities.
American philosophy in the last generation has been weak in precisely those aspects which are of most interest to the general public:· value-theory and moral and political philosophy. Psychologists, sociologists, and even geographers have rushed in to meet the public need in these areas of thought, but the public remains unsatisfied with such pseudo-philosophies. Americans are now demanding a return to "philosophy in the great tradition, philosophy as a source of wisdom and rationally grounded judgment." Although an observer of the recent philosophic scene may well be reminded of the scholastic gra91marians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the ' commissioners conclude that never before has philosophy had such a propitious opportunity to play-a leading role in liberal education, in the community and in civilizatio'n at large.
II
At the beginning of their discussion of the task of philosophy in _ the contemporary world the commissioners attempt to establish a clear understanding of the essential relation between philosophy as a process of inquiry 4 Considerable dissatisfaction with the commission's report was expressed at a meeting of the Rockefeller Foundation Post-War Fellows in Philosophy held at Sarah Lawrence College, November 8-10, 1946 . In recent years many of the most brilliant graduate students in philosophy at Harvard, Chicago, Columbia, and California have been strongly influenced by the doctrines of logical positivism. · I THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLX and philosophy as an accredited pro~uct. A; a p~ocess of inquiry, phil · Iosophy is as austere and technical a subject as mathematics or physics. At its best, philosophy should be the i~tellectual conscience ofthe community, arid it should "measure all special interests, half-truths, and half-hearted ideals which claim final authority or ultimate validity, by the most penetrating and comprehensive standards of truth and adequacy that can rationally be maintained." In this sense, philosophy cannot be a substitute for faith. The main contribution of philosophy to faith will be philosophy itself, and no faith that is consistent with honest and comprehensive inquiry will suffer from its activity. As a product, philosophy may be called "the garnered wisdom of the ages put to current use as faith for living!) But the. integrity of philosophy as a product is not derived from any set of doctrinally acceptable tenets but rather, as William James realized seventy years ago, from ' 1 the living, philosophic attitude of mind, the independent, personal look at all the data of life, and the eagerness to harmonize them." Nor is there an essential "gap" between philosophy and life, if by living we mean a continu. ous process of fulfilment and not a mere subservience to .venerable dogmas.
. It is as a process of inquiry that philosophy can make a necessary and invaluable contribution to the current educational confusion in the United States; a confusion which has been caused by the accelerating advance of knowledge and by ·the elective system introduced by President Eliot at Harvard·in 1872. The elective system, although somewhat modified in the leading universities in recent years, rests on three untenable assumptions: that all subjects are of equal disciplinary value; that an education can be compounded out of hours and credits; and that the student is himself competent to fix the pattern of Q.is education. The commissioners maintain that the confusion cannot be overcome merely by a return to a programme of required courses: there must also be an integrat£01i or co-ordination of the student's whole programme of studies. They insist that philosophy, more. than histqry, literature, or natural . science, is pre-eminently the agent of integration. "As an agent for unifying knowledge, . philosophy is in a unique posttton . For it is really not so much a subject alongside other subjects as a kind _ of-reflective activity that may inform them all, and it is .only through such activity that order and· perspective in knowledge are to be achieved.)) In this sense also, philosophy can meet the demand, so vigorously expressed by vValter Lippmann, for a common intellectual idiom ·in a civilization that has become over-technical and over-specialized. Further, by functioning as a central subject, it can mitigate even the int ellect. ual insularity bred by vocationalism, and, through the disclosure of unity in .diversity, re-establish a community of minds.
At a time when the whole idea of college education is on tt;al in the United States, the commissioners realize that one of their essential obligations is the development of a philosophy of liberal education. Of the two main proposals currently before the American public, one advocates a return to the type of education provided in the medieval universities, while · the other proclaims that "scientific method~ of inquiry ~re the only available roads to knowledge." The first is ·rejected on the ground that it is impossible to revive the environmental conditions under which the medieval synthesis arose and functioned (vestigia nulla retrorsum); while the second is criticized sharply for its dogmatic naturalism, its naive psychology of the learning process, and its restricted conception of scientific method. In opposition to such one-sided theories it is maintained that a just appreciation of the universal nature of man leads inevitably to the realization that education has many dimensions. The education of the whole man involves a development not only of his intellectual powers; it must also give him a knowledge of the practical skills necessary for the various material and social ·operations of life, a capacity for aesthetic and artistic perception, a disciplined body and will, and finally, mQral and spiritual insight. What, then, is the distinctive meaning of a liberal education?
The meaning of a liberal education can best be given in terms of the Greek arete, a combination .of intellectual and ethical "virtue." Such an education liberates both the mind and character, so that the individual is no longer in bondage either to blind impulse or to ignorance, prejudice, or narrowness. This means achieving a perspective which· brings with · it freedom of choice, the apprecia6on of many values, detachment, selfdiscipline, social responsibility. Several factors contribute to perspective: growth of experience in breadth and in depth, and awareness both of the results and the processes by which knowledge is attained. A college curriculum should be so integrated as to give the student perspective in each of the four areas of mathematical logic, scientific method, philosophy, and aesthetic appreciation. But mere integrati.on of the curriculum is . not enough. If a student is to have his intellectual initiative so quickened that he will develop at college a life:.long love of knowledge he must come under the influence of great teachers, "whose own continuing growth is an in-. spiring example; whose insight into the human worth of their subje~t gives it dignity and dramatic import; and whose adventurous joy in the·. further exploration of their field is manifest to their students."
The essential perspective of a liberal education is ultimately contributed by philosophy. As the most critical and rigorous of all processes of inquiry, .a process in which everyone must at soine time engage, philosophy raises the human mind to its highest level of self-conscious awareness of the world and of man's place and prospects in it. Philosophy offers a wisdom that will enable a man to integrate the whole of his being, a wisdom not subject, like all other personal goods, to the strange mutations of time.
In the larger community likewise, philosophy as practical wisdom. can provide a technique of creative bargaining which may help to resolve the , wide-spread social struggles which are the heritage of two world wars.
Creative bargaining is a social fine art in which an attempt is made I to appreciate, first, the conflicting aims of antagonistic groups and, secondly, the way in which social and econo)nic factors are responsible for those aims.
It is the search for a larger synthesis in which the conflicting aims may be absorbed and new aims developed. · To the process of creative bargaining philosophy can contribute generalizing power,_ theoretical clarification, and · a deepened and broadened conception of its significance in the society of the future. In its widest social implications the outlook of philosophy is parallel with the view of life acquired by everyone in the experience of living, but it is an enlarged, a more critically refined view. Perhaps the greatest task of.philosophy in the future is the reinterpretation of the meaning of civilization. The classical interpretations, such as those given by Thucydides~ Polybius, or Montesquieu, have always involved a generous partnership of philosophy with history or political science. The time has come again for philosophy to link theory and the knowledge of practice by bringing itself into fruitful relationships with psychology and the social sciences. For it is increasi~gly apparent that if the social sciences without philosophy are blind, philosophy without the social sciences is-empty.s
III
The commissioners conclude their report with a lengthy analysis of the procedures that might be adopted in the organization and actuat' teaching of philosophical courses in the universities and the community at large. During their tr.avels they detected a growing conviction among educators that philosophy should be a required subject in any college programme. But they wisely eschew a discussion of this question, for they expec;t that the importance of philosophy in general education will need no further emphasis. ' General educ.ation, to which students in most American universities devote their first two year· .. is defined as "the part of college education intended to provide perspectir-_ in breadth-the sort of perspective to be gained through elementary but attentive study of a number of .subjects together -representative of the main types of human experience." The introductory course in philosophy has · a threefold function in general education. It should make explicit· the chief problems in religion, science, education, art, 5 ln the article previously quoted, President Conant has given additional emphasis to this view: "Now it is my contention that the professor of philosophy who is concerned with ethics belongs rightly in a totally different area from his departmental colle.agues who . consort with mathematicians. He belongs along with the professor of jurisprudence, of -comparative law, of poutical theory, of labor relations, of business management. . • . The answer would seem to . be for the professional philosophers to strengthen .their connections with those departments of a university which are dealing with the immediate and practical problems of the moment, to recapture their associations with those who teach political theory, economics, law, and sociology. . . . Might it not be possible, for example, for de-_ partments of philosophy to arrange courses which would be of special interest to the returning veteran because they represented a fusion between philosophical ethics and political theory a.'nd sociology?'' . morality, and social policy; it should be in itself an . actual example of open..:.minded, intellectually honest, critical investigation of these probleq1s; and it should give students an opportunity to engage in the actual practice of disciplined philosophical reflection through essays and discussions. Above all, it must enable the student to realize that philosophy is a process of inquiry and not a standardized set of results. After taking the introductory course, usually in his sophomore year, the student should ordinarily. have available, in his upper years, both basic courses in philosopJ1y and special courses in which philosophy is related to other disciplines and programmes of study. The basic courses are the history of philosophy, ethks, 1ogic, and metaphysics. The history of philosophy should not be taught as an egocentric exhibition of the endless errors of the past) but approached. with the humility of a ·genuine empiricism which "inspires us to see what can be learned from others." · Such an objective empiricism will reveal philosophy as . "an enduring form of culture, an activity of the human mind through the ages, reckoning with perennial concerns." In the selection of representative philosophers of the ancient, medieval, or modern periods it seems advisable to emphasize the pluralistic character of thought, its diversity and its Cbmpeting . possibilities, rather than its unity. Further, as we are now living in. a world of interacting cultures and philosophies, the European tradition· alone is not sufficient. It inust be supplemented by the materials of the Oriental peoples) Russia, and Latin America. The privileged basic c.ourse is ethics, for its principal problems are of immediate concern to nearly everyone, and students ordinarily have already faced them. Then) too, its schools are dearly defined, and there seems also to be a larger measure of agreement than in aily other branch of philosophy. But there is evidently considerable disagreement among American philosophers regarding the proper content of ethics courses. The commissioners are agreed, however, that the business of the philosopher is very different from that of the preacher, the confessor, and the psychiatrist. They favour an approach which combines the history of ethics with a critical analysis of basic con..., . cepts. Their discussion, nex.t,-of logic reflects the current controversy between the Aristotelians and the advocates of symbolic logic. vVhile not disparaging symbolic logic, they have serious doubts of its efficacy at the undergraduate level. The course in logic should be so organized as to introduce the algebraization of logical processes, but it should aim mainly i1t developing the practice of correct thinking in daily life and at familiarizing the student with the foundations of scientifi~ method. Finally, .the basic course in metaphysics, which deals with the nature and structure of reality, can liberalize the student's mind in three ways. It can introduce him to the g~eat insights that have been developed r~garding the ultimate nat, ure of the world; .it can make intelligible the deeper contemporary movements of thought; and it can help him to systematize his own worldVlew. At no previous time have the insights and methods of metaphysics been so much needed as today, when the' student is confronted with specious ideologies of every sort. · · If, as Mark Van Doren has daimed, 6 philosophy is the first need "everywhere' 1n a liberal curriculum, it is the responsibility of philosophy departments to -offer integrative and co-operative courses that will ·have a _ special value for ot, her important fields of knowledge_. Many plans 1 in many areas of co-operative action, which were laid before the commissioners, are briefly outlined and evaluated. To the humanities philosophy-can make contributions through the analytic disciplines of. aesthetics and phDosophicallinguistics, the history of ideas, arid moral criticism. In the social sciences it can clarify the fundamental epistemological and methodological cot:J.ceptions, and. provide techniq~es for relating facts and values to programmes of social action. 7 Philosophy has long been -closely identified with mathematics and the natural sciences. Courses in the theory and m'ethod-' ology of science have recently become wide-spread in the United States. But there is a great need for more effective courses in which "philosophical ' analysis would be thoroughly integrated with the study of the specific . -subject-matter." Education, through the teachings of Dewey, has already ' been profoundly influenced by philosophical ide-as. Here, too, a deeper type of analysis and criticism is required in the future. Having discovered also that current courses in the philosophy of religion often fail 'to rise above "the_ level of obscurantism and special pleading," they recommend ' strongly that courses in religion which are offered by philosophy departments should be grounded "substantially in the facts of religious behaviour and the history of religious institutions and ideas." Finally, the commissioners discuss the relationships that may be established in the future between philosophy and the study of foreign ·cultures (Latin Ame,rica, the Orient, and Soviet Russia are especially mentioned) which was forced upon Americans during the war and which will be extended in the future.
The developments of philosophy that are envisaged in this· report will require a considerable change in the procedures of graduate schools as well as a fundamental revision of basic community attitudes. But the commissioners are not discouraged, for, being Americans, they see in difficulties a challenge to action.
IV
On any count this report is a great document in the contemporary effort to understand the idea, of a liberal educa:tion. Althou&h it ·deals prima,rily with the values of philosophy it contains a multitude of observations and insights that light up many other aspects of human thought and. action.
gLiberal Education (New Yo~k, 1943) , 114. 1 A more· comprehensive discussion of the interrelationships between philosophy, the social sciences, and social action is given in the present writ-er's "Education for an Enduring ' Peace,. ( §l.uecn; s ~uarterly, Lll) 1945, 400-7) . ·
The book is written in a simple and eloquent style remarkably free from the professional argot that philosophers customarily employ; no attempt is · made to equate obscurity with ·profundity. It seems almost a miracle that out of the mass of material derived from formal and informal interviews and discussions they could have hammered such a well-articulated synthesrs. The five authors belong to ~Efferent generations and different traditions of · thought but their report displays such uniform · good temper and such u·nusual objectivity that it seems to com. pel agreement at almost every turn. -The report will long remain a definitive statement of th~ place of philosophy jn liberal education.
It would be·a disservice, however, if one failed to mention various stresses -· and strains which are apparent in American culture and which haveintruded into the book. The most important of these is the conflict between the exponents of the humanities and the sciences. Undoubtedly the majority of the commissioners would have wished to place philosophy on a pir·macle above this struggle. · . Owing to the inclusion of a pragmatist in their number they never quite succeed. Philosophy, like an .Homeric god, has to descend into the .plain and do battle, now on behalf of the humanities, now on behalf' of the scientific outlook. There is, therefore, more than a suggestion that in their treatment of many important questions the commissioners have been unduly influenced by their own philosophicaf.predilections. · Another weakness appears most notably in their conception of the. essential vocation of philosophy to integrate and unify. The ·com-missioners hark back, perhaps unconsciously, to the great age of Royce and Howison, an age in which the education of four of them was completed. One receives the impression that they were too preoccupied with the memories of elderly men and turned a patronizing, if kindly, ear to the claims of th~ younger generation. There is a constant attempt to suppress the roar of the battle ~ith the logical positivists, but the roar though · muffled is plainly audible in the undertones of the book.
The report also gives the impression that, while gathering their material, the commissioners were subjected to powerful pressure from a public which is constantly demanding that philosophy' should provide the salvation it received fo~merly from religion. They resist tills pressure with all the energy that the philosophic intelligence can command, but still signs of . concern about the demand are never far beneath the surface in many of I their chapters.
. Possibly the greatest weakness· of the investigation was the failure to consider more adequately the interests and attitudes of actual college students. Had they taken the eager and forward-looking students whom one finds in the American universities into their confidence, they might . well have been forced to give a different orientation to the treatment of many of their problems. It is not unusual, however, for educators to take . seriously the advice of everybody except those most intimately concerned with the question at issue. But these criticisms in no way mar the value of the book for Canadian educators.· \Vhatever may be the weaknesses of philosophy in the u · nited States, Canadians must now realize that the subject is in a very undeveloped condition in this country. By American standards philosophy is strongly established in only one Canadian university. In all bP.t three universities it is still gravely hampered by at least an administrative, if not an organic, union with psychology. 8 The emphasis in the organization and teaching of undergraduate courses is almost entirely historical, and the historical presentation is mainly in terms of content.
Very considerable reforms in the organization of the faculties of li hera\ arts in Canada are long overdue, but nowhere more than· in the field of philosophy. If philosophy is to make itself felt as a driving force in Canadian education it must be established everywhere as a separate un]versity department . Its professors must envisage the teaching of philosophy in terms of a process of inquiry rather than in terms of mere content. The ·personnel of the departments of philosophy must be greatly enlarged and much more adequate library fa· cilities than exist today in all but two of · . our universities must be provided. These are merely the elementary lessons of this report for Canadians. That we are still' at this level would astonish the commissioners. No contrast could be more striking than that presented by the vigorous discussions regarding the future of liberal education now going on in the United States ·and the silence that is all but complete in Canada. It is an unfortunate aspe. ct of our national life that Canadian university presidents have· not offered at ]east a modicum of the dynamic leadership in education that has been given in the United States by men like Conant of Harvard, Hutchins of Chicago, Seymour of Yale, or Dodds of Princeton. Is it unreasonable to hope that this book, coupled with the forthcoming report on a survey of the humanities in Canada, undertaken by the Humani~ies Research. Council, will stir them, however slightly, from their apathy? For if university presiden.ts do not give the educatio~alleadership that is so desperately needed in Canada, from . what quarter may we expect it? This book shows once again that the Americans, with the sure ins-tincts of t;I an ascending civilization, have pointed the way.
